Date :
Worksheet – 1

Grade 7

Subject – English

1. Find word meaning and make sentence:
Mention, numerous, porch, leisure, pursued
2. Write a paragraph on “ Your favourite Subject ” ( words limit 120-150)
3. Read the poem carefully.
The Sun Travels
The Sun is not in bed, when I
At night upon my pillow lie;
Still round the earth his way he takes,
And morning after morning makes.
While here at home, in shining day,
We round the sunny garden play,
Each little Indian sleepy head
Is being kissed and put to bed.
And when at eve I rise from tea,
Day dawns beyond the Atlantic Sea;
And all the children in the west
Are getting up and being dressed.
Poet : Robert Louis Stevenson
Now, answer these questions.
a. What is the main theme of the poem?
b. Give some other title to this poem
c. What is the sun doing; when the poet lies on his pillow?
d. What is the meaning of the phrase ‘put to bed’?
e. Find three pairs of rhyming words in the poem.
4. Sentences: (Things to learn)
Definition: A sentence is a group of words which makes a complete sense.It always start
with a capital letter.
 There are four basic structure of sentences.
(a) Simple sentence : A sentence with only one independent clause.
(b) Compound sentence: Two or more sentences joined by a conjunction or an
appropriate mark of punctuation.
(c) complex sentence: A sentence that contains an independent clause (main clause)
or at least one dependent clause.
(d) Compound complex sentence: A sentence that contains two or more indepenent
clause and at least one dependent clause.
* There are four types of sentences:

(a) Assertive or Declarative sentences , are sentences that state something either positive
or negative.
(b) Interrogative sentences ask question and end with question mark(?).
(c) Imperative sentences express a command ,a request or give an advice.
(d) Exclamatory sentences are used to express strong, feelings, and have an exclamation
mark(!) at the end.
5. 2. Rearrange the words , phrases and form meaningful sentences.
(a) one of /friends/best/good/our/ book/is/a
(b) the same/and it/it is/will/change never/ today that / it always was
(c) most patient/ companions/ cheerful of/it and /is the
(d) turns it/ in time/ it does/ of adversity/back upon/ or distress/not/us
6. Transform the following sentences as directed.
(a) What a tasty food! (assertive sentence)
(b) I always love my country.( interrogative sentence)
(c) Can I go outside and play? ( imperative sentence)
(d) You have such a beautiful voice. (exclamatory sentence)
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Homophones are words that sound the same but spelt differently. Example :two and too.
1. Write five pairs of homophones and use them in your own sentences.
2. Complete the story using correct words and share it with yours younger brother / sister.
The ___(two/too) brothers were the ____ (heirs/airs) to the (thrown/throne) of the
king.____ (there/their) step mother did not like them,so she had got them_____(sent/scent)
To the jungle.
The boys were scared that they might be eaten up by _____( bares/bears) or other animals.
_____(there/their) was no one around it was a (quiet/quite) place. ______(bye/by) the side
of the river was a house where lived a_______( saint/sent) who _____ (sighted/side ) on
listening to their story. He____ (offered/afford) help to the boys and sent them back safe
and sound.
3.Write a paragraph on “Importance of politeness in our life.”
4.Match the following with its antonyms:
Column A
Column B
1.Peace
a.exit
2.Coarse
b.war
3.Entrance
c.presence
4.Urba
d.departure
5.Sink
e.smooth
6.Absence
f.minor
7.Arrival
g.float
8.Major
h.rural
5. Learns about Nouns
Nouns : The words we use to refer to people ,animals, things or objects are called nouns.
Kinds of nouns:
*Proper nouns denote any kinds of specific names.
*Common nouns refer to general name of prople,animals, things etc.
*Concrete nouns are that can be seen ,heard, smelled or touched.
* Abstract nouns are nouns that cannot be seen but can only be felt and understood.
* Collective nouns are names given to different groups of people animals and things .
6. Read the following passage ,underline nouns and identify its kind.
Did you know that about 0 percent of our planet is covered with water? The Earth has five
oceans. They are called the Indian Ocean, The Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean ,the
Arctic Ocean and the Antarctic Ocean. The Oceans are home to many animals and plants
. Blue whale is the largest animal in the world.

